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IGR ELCB?

01 :: IGR ELCB is ?
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03 :: Comparison of operation characteristic graph with general earth leakage breaker

1) Conventional earth leakage breaker: Tripped by red
curve
- Tripped by the vector composite leakage current Io'

IGR ELCB : Tripped by green curve 

-
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Tripped by the vector composite leakage current
Io"
Capacitive leakage current (IGC) operates more 
dull than conventional circuit breaker (about 3 ~ 4 
times of 30mA) and more sensitive to the resistive 
leakage current (IGR) than the conventional 
leakage circuit breaker.
This is an unnecessary operation prohibited type 
leakage current circuit breaker.

The resistive leakage current (lGR) of the active ingredient, which affects actual electric shock and 
electric fire, and the capacitive leakage current (IGC) of the  ineffective component  due to the har- 
monic of the digital device power supply (SMPS) is separated by the capacitance between the wire 
and  the ground  to be sensitive (23mA) in the actual short  circuit (lGR) is a new  concept of smart 
circuit breaker.  So  this is an unnecessary  operation  preventing type earth leakage current circuit 
breaker.

:: The conventional operating characteristics of the conventional earth
leakage breaker is the capacitive component leakage current (IGC) and the resistive compon -
ent  leakage current (IGR) are not distinguished from each other, and the malfunction is frequently 
caused by operating the earth leakage breaker with the vector composition value of the two compo- 
nents. So construction costs increase due to the division line and adding of circuit breakers.
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04 :: Patent Technology
A signal signal processing method that calculates the phase difference between the leakage current and the line 
voltage measured by the Zero Current Transformer (Zct), separates the capacitive component (lGC) and the 
resistive component (lGR) with respect to the leakage current by an arithmetic formula has been developed to 
facilitate the expansion of technologies such as analysis of leakage current components, calculation of live ins- 
ulation resistance, and various technical application services related to unnecessary operation preventing earth 
leakage current circuit breaker type.
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Fixing of unnecessary operation by replacing LED lamp in logistics warehouse
 - ( LED 23W * 2 set ) * 26 sets = 4.9 A Load current (OK)
 - Total leakage current = 25mA (Ground bonding is OK, Io=25mA, ELCB turn-on impossible)
 - IGR-32(20A) ELCB 1 ea installation cleared all problems. (Construction cost and A/S saving)
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[ IGR ELCB Application ]
LED Lamp, LED Street & Security & Tunnel Lighting, LED Traffic Lamp control Box, LED Garden Lamp, Metro screen door, 
CCTV camera, Internet communication equipment, UPS line, Shield room, Air shower room, Mobile Tele-comm equipment.
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Leakage current analyzer (live powered line mega) 
and IGR leakage breaker were developed simulta- 
neously as the same patent (No.10-0876651) tech- 
nology, and it is the only one produced and sold by 
us.

Application

Leakge Current Analyzer

IGR, 1mA = 0.2MΩ @220V




